Abstract-The dynamic parameter of the large space manipulator is the foundation of the design of the control box, the accuracy of the parameters is key to the feature of the manipulator. So a dynamic model of the flexible robotic manipulator is built, and some identification researches are carried out. Based on the model, first the off-line identification is carried out, the stiffness and the friction parameters are identified. However the manipulator work under the condition of strong radiation, high temperature switch, micro gravity space environment, some dynamic parameter can change, so a modified RLS method is introduced, with the forgetting factor taking into account, some on-line identification are carried out. All the experiments are carried out on the HIT large space manipulator and the on-line result are convergent to a stable value close to the off-line result.
INTRODUCTION
Large space manipulator which has the feature of low energy consumption, large ratio of load and its weight, high efficiency are used in the space station to serve and assemble, to help the orbital devices butt joint and separate, to help the astronaut do some work outside of the module [1] , even replace the astronaut to do some precise assembling work [2] , so it is the hottest research point recently. The large space manipulator is widely used in the space station, the US and Canada's MSS [3] , [4] , the European's ERA [5] , for instance. The main factor that affects the dynamic accuracy and the stability is flexibility, and the flexibility of the manipulator comes from the joint and the arm [6] , because of the use of the Harmonic Drive it takes a large part of the whole flexibility. So in order to build an accurate model the parameters should be identified.
In order to fulfill the purpose, some researches are carried out on the platform of HIT large space robotic manipulator, the dynamic parameter are identified both off-line and on-line. A comparison is carried out to test the reliability of the results.
II. HIT LARGE SPACE ROBOTIC MANIPULATOR
As the figure 1 show, the on-ground test model of HITLarge space robotic manipulators take on the concept of module modeling to largely reduce the difference among the joints and enhance the interchangeability between different joints. The drive of the joint is permasyn motor, using the Harmonic drive to deduce the speed and transit the torque, the speed reduce-ratio is 290. There are rotary transformer and current sensor at the motor side, they are separately used to measure the position of motor and the current of the motor, at the joint side there are magnetic-encoded system and torque sensor, separately to measure the position of the joint and the quantity of the out-put torque. Also send a sheet of paper with complete contact information for all authors. Include full mailing addresses, telephone numbers, fax numbers, and e-mail addresses. This information will be used to send each author a complimentary copy of the journal in which the paper appears. In addition, designate one author as the "corresponding author." This is the author to whom proofs of the paper will be sent. Proofs are sent to the corresponding author only.
III. DYNAMIC MODEL
The joint model is constructed based on the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: The trochanter of the motor is an ideal axisymmetric rigid body, the joint axis and the rotate-axis of the motor match together.
Hypothesis 2: View the motor as the ideal source of torque, the electric dynamics varies fast enough and ignores the influence of motor dynamics.
Hypothesis 3: Use a continuous cubic polynomial to combine the flexibility of the Harmonic Drive and the flexibility of the torque sensor together.
At present, the main methods of joint dynamic modeling are namely the Newton-Euler method [7] , the Lagrange method [8] and the Kane method [9] . Among them the Newton-Euler method which has the advantage that it is in recursion form, easily calculated using numeric analysis and a clear physical meaning and high efficiency over the other methods is widely used. In this paper Newton-Euler is applied.
A. Harmonic Drive Model
The joint this paper research on use a Harmonic Drive to transmit, in order to build the dynamic model of the joint, the dynamic model of the Harmonic Drive should be built first. In reality, during the transmission, there are some inevitable energy loss, these losses mainly come from two parts: the one at the bearing and the flexspline of the wave generator, and the one at the teeth mesh of the circular spline, among them the loss of the teeth mesh take a high proportion, so the energy loss of wave generator is ignored when modeling, regarding the energy loss of teeth mesh, and during transmission there exist large flexible deformation, therefore form the item related to the stiffness, so taking stiffness into consideration can better meet the real system model, the simplified model with regards to the energy loss and stiffness is as figure 2 shows.
In figure 2 , the connections between individual torques are showed as the following equations.
In order to represent the HD stiffness, several functions can be used; here we use the classical cubic model to illustrate the k T in Equation (3) as the Equation (4) shows.
The HD kinematic constrains are as follows:
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B. Dynamic Model of the Joint
In the large space manipulator of HIT, the wave generator is attached to the motor shaft that is mounted in the circular spline. The output is obtained through flexspline. Details can be showed in figure 3 . Based on the Newton-Euler method the dynamic model is derived, the equations show the relation between the input and the output are as follows:
According to the characteristic of permasyn motor, the motor torque can be considered proportional to the commanded current, thus:
T on the input side, the output side, and inside the HD gear are assumed to capture two facets of damping behavior, namely a viscous and highly non-liner part visc T , and a dry friction or Coulomb-type part fric T :
Where, the viscous part is expected to be a liner relation in the angular velocity, as the Equation (13) shows, where 1 b is the linearly depending coefficient. 1 .
For the dry friction part a modified classical coulomb friction model is taken, that accounts for the well-known Stribeck effects. This observes the facts that for low velocities the friction torque is normally decreasing continuously with increasing velocity, not in a discontinuous manner. What's more, with regard to the discontinuities at zero velocity, a modified model is obtained.
T is the normal torque,  is the friction coefficient, s  is the Stribeck velocity, s  is the exponential parameter which is commonly taken either as 0.5,1 or even 2, here we take it as 1.
Based on research results and experience, the frictional torque on the output side can simply cover the linearly damping and the Coulomb friction constant, while the Coulomb friction on the joint input side should use the complex model, the friction on both sides are as follows:
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During the HD transmission, the flexspline has a big deformation, so it's obvious that there exhibits a non-linear stiffness profile. Based on the information of HD manufacturer's catalog, the dependency between the applied torque and the relative angular position   is determined by continuous piecewise functions, recent years many researchers are replacing the piecewise functions with a continuous function, it turns out that using a third order polynomial is sufficient. Here we introduce 1 k and 2 k the stiffness equation is as follows:
Applying Equation (11) and Equation (21) into Equation (9) and Equation (10), we get: 
IV. JOINT PARAMETERS IDENTIFICATION PLATFORM
The identification experiments are carried out on the platform of self-developed software and hardware in our lab. The platform mainly consists of the joint, a coder, a speed increasing gear, a torque, a magnetic powder brake. The load is added through the magnetic powder brake, the value of the torque is measured through the torque sensor. The output torque is a little too big, so the speed increasing gear is introduced to decrease the torque, figure 4 shows the platform. In order to make the joint to work according to a certain track under a certain load, here the classical Paul track planning is applied, the track is first accelerate, then the speed is a constant, and finally slow down; it can guarantee that during the whole course the position speed and the acceleration are continuous, and avoid the compact at the beginning and the braking stage.
V. OFF-LINE PARAMETERS IDENTIFICATION
Off-line parameter identification is the main way to get the engineering parameters. It using some data processing software to deal with the collecting data, and finally realize the purpose of parameters identification.
The data collected always have some singular values, so before identification so wave filtering steps should be taken to make the data more reliable. Then we carried out the identification step.
A. Off-line Identification Model
In order to make the model available for the parameters identification, the non-linear parameters are omitted, so the simplified model is as follows:
Applying Equation (24) and Equation (25) into Equation (26) and Equation (27), we obtain:
From the torque sensor we obtain:
B. Off-line Identification Experiments
During the identification we chose the stage when the speed is constant, so the accelerate item can be avoided. The experiment can be divided into two parts: the part that considering damping torque, and the part ignoring the damping torque.
After the damping items are omitted, the model is simplified as follows:
Apparently the Equations (29) have the relationship In this identification all the damping torques are omitted, under this condition the stiffness coefficient is 1.2 times of the manufacturer's catalog, so the influence of the damping torque cannot be avoided.
Then take the damping torque into consideration, and first only use the simple Coulomb model, ignore the viscous damping and the periodic friction between gear teeth, so the model is simplified as:
Without considering the coupling relationship, the results are showed in Through comparison when considering the Coulomb friction the results are much closer to the manufacturer's catalog, so the Coulomb torque should not be ignored.
As we all know, when the greasing method is grease greasing or liquid greasing, there exists the viscous damping torque varies with the speed, so we now take the viscous damping into consideration, here we obtain:
Considering the coupling relationship of the Equation 32, we have the result as follows: By comparing all the three results we got with the manufacturer's catalog, we reached that by considering the Coulomb and the viscous damping torque the result can better fit the information from the manufacturer's catalog, thus can better reflect the dynamic feature of the joint, so the Coulomb and the viscous damping cannot be ignored.
VI. ON-LINE PARAMETERS IDENTIFICATION
The on-line parameters identification is gathering data when the system is on, can through some method, the data are processed, finally the parameters vary with time can be obtained.
The on-line identification mainly have two steps, the first one is gathering data, can then processing the data, and finally through the certain method we get the parameters.
The off-line identification belong to batch processing method, its main idea is first to gather data through sensor and then use the RLS method to process the data, even though we can get the high accuracy parameter, it takes more memory and a lot of calculation, cannot get the parameters vary with time. So in this paper we use an online parameter identification based on the HIT large space manipulator, namely the modified version of RLS method.
Where, ( ) t  is the forgetting factor that will weigh the identification process based on the previous estimation preformation.
Applying Equation (39) and Equation (40) in Equation (41) and using Equation (38), we obtain:
By applying the matrix inversion lemma in Equation (42), Equation (42) can be written as (43): ˆˆ ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( , ).
B. Forgetting factor
In the modified version of RLS, the chosen of the forgetting factor is key to the convergence of the method, the quality of the identification result depends on the forgetting factor.
The forgetting factor is used to distribute the weight between the old result and the new data; it can prevent the result from diverging, and increase the convergent speed.
In this paper, a forgetting factor model based on error is presented; this model can not only track those time-varying parameters, but also those time-invariant parameters, if the system is time invariant, the forgetting factor is closed to 1, and if the system is time variant, the factor is changing with the variation of the error.
Based on the principle above, a function is formed relates the relative error and the forgetting factor, here we chose the Gauss function: 2 ( ) (1 ) .
Where,  is the variance ratio,  is the error coefficient,  is the relative error.
To make the variation tendency of the relative error  with the forgetting factor ( )   , here we make 0.05 figure 4 shows the curve. The forgetting factor model based on the relative error can make the model converge faster, so finally this model is adopted.
C. On-line identification experiments
The modified RLS can only be adopted to those linearly parameters identification, it cannot deal with the nonlinearly parameters identification, so those nonlinear parameters are omitted when it is applied to the large space manipulator, here we use the same model as the off-line parameters identification.
Here we use the Paul track planning to plan the track, thus guarantee the continues of the position, speed, accelerate, what's more similar to the off-line identification, we chose the middle course where the speed is constant to identify, thus can avoid the accelerate; here we have the assumption that the parameter won't vary too much during the course. So the model can be simplified as follows:
The modified RLS is a kind of on-line parameters identification method based on the joint dynamic model. During the course part of the old data are replaced by the new data, and finally in convergence to the ideal value, thus fulfil the parameter identification.
Some data are gathered in the stage where the speed is constant, here we use the off-line result to make the on-line identification converge fast, and then though the iteration we reached the expected value. By changing the forgetting factor to adjust the convergent speed, the parameter is attempted to adjust during the course. 
VII. CONCLUSION
With flexibility and friction taking into account, a dynamic model is proposed; the off-line parameters identification investigation has been carried out based on the simplified model, and the result shows that Coulomb friction and damping model can better reflect the real joint dynamic feature. The RLS is presented, where a variable forgetting factor is introduced, then the on-line parameters identification has been investigated, and the result presents that the parameters can all reached to a stable expected value, and closed to the off-line results. The parameters identification can pave the way for joint control design.
